
Volleyball Terminology and Glossary 
The Courts 
Each court is divided 
into two unequal 
zones, from front 
court and the back 
court, by the attack 
lines, which are 
located three meters 
(9’10”) from the 
center line. Each court 
is 30’ in width and 
length. 

 
The Team and Substitutes 
Six players per team are allowed on the court at any given time. The 
starting six, called the starting team, is usually the strongest 
combination within the team - not necessarily the six best players. 
In high school volleyball, each player, the starter and the substitute, 
may leave and re-enter the game as many times as they wish (rule 
change for 2001). Once one player substitutes for another, those 
two players are paired and may only substitute for each other during 
that particular game. Each team is allowed 18 substitutions. 
The Net 
The net height is 7-4⅛ for women (or 7-11⅝ for men). Players are 
not allowed to touch the net at any time. 
The Ball 
The ball is made of leather. A unique characteristic of the game of 
volleyball is that at no time is the ball possessed; it is continuously 
redirected from one point to another by brief contacts. Thus, 
volleyball is a rebound game. 
Position and Rotation Order 
The six players line up on the court in specific court positions 
numbered 1 through 6, starting at the serving zone and advancing 
counter-clockwise. Player 1 is right back, the first server; player 2 is 
right front, the second server; player 3 is center front, the third 
server; player 4 is left front, the fourth server; player 5 is left back, 
the fifth server; player 6 is center back; the last server. At the 
moment the ball is hit by the server, any players not in their proper 
positions, will be penalized by the referee for an “overlapping 
violation.” However, as soon as the server has made contact with 
the ball, players may move to any court position with no restrictions, 
except back-row players are not allowed to block or attack from 
within the front court. 
The Game 
Each team is allowed three consecutive contacts with the ball, but a 
player may not contact the ball two consecutive times. After the 
1976 Olympics, the rules were amended so that if a ball touches the 
hands of front-line players who are blocking, that contact does not 
constitute one of the three hits. This rule change has contributed to 
longer rallies and added greatly to the excitement of the game. 
In high school volleyball, points are scored every rally by the team 
winning the rally. If the serving team makes an error on the serve, or 
fails to correctly play a ball returned by its opponent, then the 
opponent gains a point and the right to serve, called a “side-out.” 
Following a side-out and just before a serve, each player on the 
serving team rotates one position clockwise. 
The first team to score 25 points wins the game as long as there is at 
least a 2-point lead. If two teams are tied at 24-24, play continues 
until one team has a 2-point margin of victory. The first 
team to win three out of five games (at the varsity level) wins the 
match. After each game, the teams change sides and alternate 
serves. If a match goes to a fifth game, a coin toss is used to 

determine which team gets the choice of serving or picking the court 
side. 
Phases and Skills of the Game 
The serve: Play begins when the ball is served. The simple object of 
serving is to put the ball into play by getting it over the net. The 
serve must be executed from the serving zone and the ball must be 
hit with one hand or by any part of the arm. 
Serve reception: The object in receiving serve is to accurately 
redirect the served ball to a designated player, the setter. 
The set: Like the quarterback in football, the setter is the player who 
is responsible for directing the team’s attack. Setting is far more 
than just the mere placement of a ball in the air for an attacker; it is 
the key to an organized, well-timed, and well coordinated offense. 
The attack (spike): The attack is the culmination of all the team’s 
efforts; more points are scored by the attack than by any other 
phase of the game. Specifically, attacking is the action of jumping 
in the air and hitting the ball, preferably with an open hand. The 
objective of attacking is to hit the ball by the block into the 
opposition’s court, or to use (tool) the block to force an 
unpredictable rebound off the blocker’s hands. 
Floor defense: most attacked balls are retrieved with the forearms in 
an underhand motion called “digging.” The main objective of the 
floor defense is to prevent the ball that penetrates the first line of 
defense, the block, from touching the floor. 
Protocol: Every contest begins with a pre-match meeting and coin 
toss with both teams’ captains and coaches, along with the officials. 
After the meeting, the home team warms-up first, followed by the 
visiting team. Prior to the start of the match, the starting six line-up 
on their respective end lines for introductions. After the last player 
is introduced, the captain of each team followed by their teammates 
will meet at the net to shake hands. They proceed to start the first 
game immediately after the handshake.  
Roles of the officials: At times, volleyball tends to be a judgment 
game. There are five officials: the referee, the umpire, the official 
scorer and two linespersons. The referee is always elevated. The 
umpire’s responsibilities are to observe the net and the center line, 
to verify the lineups of both teams, to conduct the substitutions and 
to observe the benches. The referee interprets ball handling 
infractions, legality of serves and controls the overall game. 
Volleyball Glossary 
Ace - a served ball that directly results in a point. 
Antenna - The vertical rods along the outside edge of the net 
extending 32 inches above the net to indicate out-of-bounds along 
the sideline. Any ball that touches the antenna is considered out. 
Assist - Setting the ball to a teammate who attacks the ball for a kill. 
The typical assist is a set, but generally, any ball delivered by 
one player to a second player to allow that second player to make a 
kill is an assist. 
Backrow Attack - to attack the ball from the Backrow. A player in the 
backrow must jump from beyond the three-meter line when 
attacking any ball from the back. An attack by a backrow player 
jumping forward of the line is illegal. 
Base defense – the players’ positions and responsibilities on the 
court while the opponent has the ball. Base defense typically 
defends the opponent’s quick attack or setter dump. 
Block - an attempt by a player or players to interrupt the ball before, 
as or just after it crosses the net. 
Carry - a fault called if the ball comes to rest in the course of contact 
by one player. 
Coverage - most often, refers to backing up a teammate’s hit when 
the block is up and the ball comes back. 



Cross Court/Cut Shot - an offensive hit when a player, instead of 
hitting with power, slices the ball just over and nearly parallel to the 
net. 
Defensive Specialist (DS) - The position on a team who is responsible 
for digging and passing the ball in the back row. These players are 
normally short and substituted out when they rotate to the front 
row. As befits their name, these players are not expected to 
contribute to the team's offensive production, but can greatly help 
the team’s defensive efforts and provide a needed spark in the 
match. 
Dig Lips - defending more than once and successfully an opponent’s 
hard spike as if the attacker was saying beforehand where the hit 
was going and you read their lips. 
Dig - to pass a very hard hit spike; a ball brought up (saved) with any 
part of the body, particularly from a spike attempt 
Dink - a very softly-hit spike; ball played just over the net or the 
blockers hands. 
Dump - when the setter, instead of setting the hitters, attacks the 
ball over the net. 
Facial – an attack that hits the blocker or defender in the face. 
Floater - A serve with no spin that follows an unpredictable path. 
Usually, the ball arcs high up at less than full speed and then, defying 
all laws of physics, drops to the floor with force 
Foot fault - stepping on the court before serving the ball. 
Free Ball - a ball the opponent cannot attack and must yield by 
passing over the net. 
Hitting Percentage - A statistical category calculated by subtracting 
the number of errors from the number of kills and dividing this 
result by the number of kill attempts. For example, a 
player who records seven kills, two errors, and 10 kill attempts has a 
hitting percentage of 0.500 (Hitting Percentage = (kills - errors)/kill 
attempts). Typically, a setter's performance has a high correlation to 
a team's hitting percentage. 
Isolation Play – An isolation play by the setter is designed to isolate 
the attacker on a specific defender due to a perceived advantage. 
Jump Serve - One of the most feared serves in all of volleyball when 
executed consistently, the jump serve involves the server tossing the 
ball up and making contact with the ball as it falls by jumping up in 
the air. The resulting served ball usually has more power, arc, and 
spin than the normal serve. However, it is a risky serve for the 
serving team, as most players cannot execute it perfectly 
Joust - when two players on opposing sides attempt to block the ball 
by vying to push it onto each other’s side of the net. 
Kill - an attack that results in an immediate point. 
Line Shot - In contrast to a cross-court shot, a line shot refers to a hit 
attempt where the ball is directed along an opponent's sideline 
closest to the hitter and usually outside the block. 
Middle Blocker (MB) - The position on a team who is primarily 
responsible for blocking. Middle hitters or blockers are usually the 
tallest players on the team. Because of their proximity to the setter, 
the middle hitter usually receives most of the quick and lower height 
sets. Because of the variety of ability levels and heights, setting the 
middle is considered one of the most difficult sets to make in all of 

volleyball. However, setting the middle is indispensable to opening 
up the offense and keeping the opposing defenders on their toes. In 
practice, middles get yelled at a lot because they tend to get in the 
way of the setter. 
Mintonette - The original name for the sport of volleyball given by 
founder William Morgan. 
Outside Hitter (OH) - The position on a team who is normally 
responsible for attacking the ball on the left side of the court, as well 
as carrying the passing and defensive load for the team. These 
players usually get the most kills and all the glory when they attack 
well, but all of the blame when they don’t pass well… 
Pancake - a one-handed floor defensive technique where the hand is 
extended and slid along the floor, palm down, and the ball rebounds 
off the back of the hand, rather than the floor. 
Pass - the first of three contacts on the offensive side -overhead or 
forearm. Technique of playing the ball usually using forearms with 
the hands together, to direct the ball 
Perimeter Defense - backrow defenders work in the area a meter in 
from the backline and sidelines up to the three-meter line. 
Pipe - a ball set in the middle of the court, on the three-meter line, 
for a backrow player to hit. 
Quick - the first of the three attack options. The attacker contacts 
the ball immediately after it is released from the setter’s hands. 
Rally Score - Simply put, every play will result in a point regardless of 
who served. High school recently adopted rally score in 2003, joining 
international, Junior Olympic and collegiate play. 
Red card - a severe sanction given by the up-referee. 
Right-side Hitter (RS) or Opposite (OPP) - The position on a team 
who is responsible for shutting down the opponent's best left side 
hitters. Right-side hitters do not receive a lot of glory but they are 
indispensable to the success of the team. In addition to blocking and 
hitting, the right-side hitter is also considered the second option 
for setting purposes when the setter cannot set the ball. 
Roof - to block a spike, usually straight down and for a point. 
Screening - an attempt by a player to conceal the start of a 
teammate’s serve by obstructing an opponent’s line of sight. 
Screening is illegal. 
Seams - the space between the blockers and between backcourt 
defenders. 
Setter (S) – the team quarterback. Attempts to “set” every second 
contact for his/her hitters to attack. 
Shank - to pass the ball badly. 
Slide - a movement from an attacker’s serve receive position past 
another into a third; usually the ball is hit while “sliding out” towards 
the sideline. 
Stuff - a block in which the ball goes straight down to the floor with 
no hope of being picked up by an opposing player. 
Tool - when a ball is intentionally attacked off a blocker’s hands to 
make it go out of bounds. 
Touch - when the ball lands out of bounds, but not before contacting 
one of the players. 
Yellow card - a first sanction given by the up-referee. 

 
I would like to thank Ironwood Ridge High School for allowing us to model our Rules and Expectations after 
their program. 
 
 


